
Afew years ago. Agnes Martin
painted a few grid pictures

and became a cult figure. This
was when the critics were chang-
ing their minds about Man-
drian's Baagie Waagie paintings,
naw that they seemed less end-
af-the-line and mare point-of-
departure. This was also. when
certain field painters like Naland
started cambining clean grids
with spattered atmosphere, Cer-
tain geametrically inclined
artists like Ed Mases started
drawing parallel lines thraugh
gaaey process, Certain expres-
sianist-divisianists like Kes
Zapkus began using the averall
grid as a handy device to. order
painterly activity. Then there
fallawed a great hoard of dott-
ing, dashing, scribbling, twitch-
ing, ruling grid artists who.
claimed the ruled line to. be the
best thing to. happen in the salon
since the hard-edge masking tape
cr aze of the mid '60s. Bottom of
the bird cage, pizza pie paintill-
ism left no space uncovered, and
at last, so. it seemed, we could
talk about painting as a noble
craft again.

I wauld like to. suggest that
the paintings of Zapkus are
among the very few in this idiom
. that have survival capability. The
closeness, the paetry of elegant
detail in his recent wark shows
the passibilities of personal
eclecticism at a time when styl-
istic plurality seems inevitable.
His last shaw of paintings at the
Paula Cooper Gallery go. beyond
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At right:
Kes Zapkus,

Phthalocyanine Tint,
1975. Oil, acrylic, and

vinyl screen on canvas, 6
x 5'. Courtesy Paula

Cooper Gallery.
Below:

Kes Zapkus, Black
Bottom, 1975.

Vinyl screen, acrylic, oil
on canvas, 8 x 8'.

Courtesy Paula Cooper
Gallery.

his initial task of autbaaging
Mandrian and autscribbling
Jahns. They enter a realm mare
closelv guarded, closer to. the
heart-maybe comparable to. the
Bauhaus Klee, or a kind of in-
timist painting one is not used to.

In same pictures, Zapkus'
almost monastic urge to. minia-
turize gets him into. trouble, and
the jot and tittle marks dissipate
energy a little too evenly aver
the surface. In others, like
Phtha/ocyanine Tint, the eye is
led star-chart fashion fram paint
to. paint, until\ ambiguities and
camplexities emerge. Zapkus'
paintings take time to. read, and
I like that,

What we have in Phtha/o-
cyanine Tint is an image some-
times cornfortablv, always intel-
ligently wedged betwee.n detail
as pure structure and detai I as
the .dematerializing of structure.
There are cantrary impulses to-
ward allover pattern and pure
alloverness, and that cantrari ness
is part of what the pictures are
intended to. be about. This is
not snowfla~ pointillism,
where every dot is different, but
trivially different; this is an atti-
tude that relates micra units to. a
grand campasitianal farmat.
Th is is the atom ized .pr ocess pic-
ture, or the hybrid of Mandrian
and Pal lack.
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seeing in this cauntry.
Far Zapkus the qrid is anly

the beginning. It is an excuse to
ge~aut of bed in the morning
and start painting. It is a Raman
tawn plan transfarmed by cen-
turies of neighbarhaad intrigue.
It is a mach ine for picture mak-
ing, but a canspicuausly hand-
made machine, .Zapkus gets a
painting' gaing with clean
graph ics-the ruled-an grid, the
screened-an halftane dats-and
then paint is applied improvisa-
tianally to. give the picture tapa-
graph ical surface. A partially
random, hit-and-miss spotting of
color defines light-filled areas
that run right to. the edge. The
colors pick up certain parts of
the grid here, fragment ather
parts there; this has the seeming-
ly cantradictory function of uni-
fying the space while erading the
structure. Oldmasterly layering
and tauching up leave particles
of line and shape frazen in a turtJ
dra-like matrix. What begins as
somewhat unpram ising key-
punch design ends with sparkling
decoration, tangible atmosphere,
intriguing manipulation. Philip Larson
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